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I’m pleased to introduce the latest issue of 
our Inside Print newsletter which as always, 
focuses on the current issues affecting print 
SMEs, whilst also showcasing how Close 
Brothers Asset Finance has supported 
businesses within the print industry and will 
continue to do so.

We start this issue with a new feature – “Meet 
the Expert.” Matt Brown is an Area Sales 
Manager within our Print team and on page 
three, you can find out about his work history 
and thoughts on technological advancements 
and which assets are most in demand 
across the industry at the moment. We pride 
ourselves on not only knowing asset finance 
and being able to tailor suitable financial 
solutions, but our print specialists have also 
worked within the industry themselves. By 
working closely with businesses, our team of 
industry experts see the potential for growth 
and provide straightforward asset finance 
solutions to support this. Asset finance 
is an alternative form of funding used by 

businesses to obtain the equipment they 
need to grow. In effect, it utilises the residual 
value in an asset to either pay for or put 
down a deposit on another piece of kit. Our 
experts consider all aspects of a customer’s 
business and then recommend asset finance 
solutions that best suit their cash flow and 
long-term goals. Common examples of the 
asset finance products we offer are Hire 
Purchase, Refinancing (Capital Release), 
Finance Lease and Operating Lease. To find 
out more about any of the finance options 
we have to offer and how they could work 
for your business, contact the team today on 
020 8003 0744.

Turn to pages four and five to find the latest 
results of our Business Barometer. As 
ever, these results highlight a wide range 
of subjects significant to SMEs across the 
print industry. The commentary in this review 
focuses on the economic outlook, finance 
requirements, concerns and priorities, mental 
health, charity support and ageing workforce.

Page six details a business partnership 
between Positive and Colouration print 
companies. This case study focuses on 
how the coming together of two successful 
family-owned printers was achieved using 
tailor-made asset finance from Close Brothers 
Asset Finance.

Finally, on page seven, you will find a news 
article that focuses on diversity in business 
and how UK SMEs believe that having a 
diverse workforce is beneficial. 

We hope you enjoy the read and as always, 
we look forward to working with you in the 
future.

Roger Aust 
Managing Director, Print division

Welcome to 
Inside Print

Visit us in Düsseldorf 
this summer!

UK SME  
Champion 2019

There’s no other industry 
event that has such great 
international appeal as 
the leading trade fair for 
printing technologies. 
More than half of its 
visitors come to drupa 
with specific investment 
projects.

The world’s leading trade fair for printing technologies offers 
outstanding networking opportunities and potential for excellent 
business dealings. This is where innovations are brought into the 
market, new business models are developed, and new partnerships 
are formed.

Our team of industry experts will be exhibiting at drupa 2020 and 
will be on hand to answer all your finance questions. We look 
forward to welcoming all delegates to our stand. 

The Leasing Life Conference 
 Awards 2019 resulted in  
success for Close Brothers  
Asset Finance as we were  
awarded with the prestigious  
title of ‘UK SME Champion -  
Bank Lessor of the Year’.

It is with thanks to our dedicated  
team that we were presented with an  
award that recognises our commitment to 
the SME market, demonstrating our interests 
beyond the provision of finance in supporting 
the growth and demands of the SME market.
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Matt Brown is an Area Sales Manager and industry specialist within the Print team at Close Brothers Asset Finance. 
Here he shares his thoughts about his role and discusses technological advancements within the print industry. 

Tell us about your work history… 
I joined the print trade at 16 and learnt 
everything from scanning transparencies, to 
outputting film to an image setter, retouching 
photos and much more. I also gained a 
comprehensive understanding of pre-press, 
offset print and digital printing. 

I’ve previously worked as a digital press 
operator, a demonstrator/engineer and as 
part of the installation and operating training 
team for print exhibitions. It was here that I 
learnt how to operate various Indigo digital 
presses, which acted as a great foundation of 
knowledge.

I then worked in sales roles for two 
manufacturers. A complete understanding 
of the print workflow was key in these roles 
so that I could sell the correct solutions. I 
believe that recommending the right solution is 
essential when building trust and integrity and I 
will always do what is right to protect this.

When the opportunity came to join Close 
Brothers Asset Finance it was exactly what I 
was looking for. This role allows me to build 
long-term relationships and be of value to 
businesses throughout their life cycle and 
during both positive and challenging times. 

How does your industry experience help 
you in your current role as an  
Area Sales Manager? 
Firstly, I can constructively question if the 
investment is the right fit for the client. In 
some cases, I have been able to recommend 

an alternative, better investment that the 
client has not considered. Understanding 
the trade, I specialise in also helps when it 
comes to writing the finance proposal for 
our internal underwriters. We are proud of 
our quick decision-making process and 
understanding the asset and how it will impact 
on our customer’s business in terms of profit 
and competitiveness is hugely beneficial 
when it comes to making the final decision. 
Finally, understanding the strength of various 
manufacturers within the market and the 
true costs of capital equipment can be 
advantageous when considering investments!

Having 24 years of knowledge, I often have 
long-standing customers asking for my 
opinion on certain products. I genuinely love 
that my customers call me to ask if there is 
a product which will satisfy their business 
requirements.

What technological developments have 
you witnessed in the print field? 
In the past 20 years, print has changed 
completely - at 16 I was scanning 
transparencies in oil, now images are 
photographed and saved to a memory stick. 
I was taught how to output film from an 
imagesetter and then to create match prints 
and Ozalid proofs as a form of proofing, now 
plates are made straight from a platesetter and 
soft proofed as a PDF! However, the biggest 
change I have seen is with digital print, when 
I ran one of the first digital presses people 
would say things like, “It will never be as good 

as litho!” You don’t hear that often now, but 
you do hear green button technology, which is 
very much how some of the traditional highly 
skilled jobs have become within the industry. 
Finally lead times have changed dramatically 
- you used to see job boards meticulously 
planned hourly for jobs to be printed for the 
next four or five weeks, now you speak to 
customers and they don’t know what they are 
printing in three days let alone three months!

Which assets are most in demand across 
the sector at the moment? 
Technology has changed so much recently, 
I have customers that are now replacing two 
presses with one. The latest presses are so 
automated that customers are now telling me 
they can make ready a B1 press with saleable 
print in 60 sheets, which is phenomenal. You 
have to ask yourself, unless it’s personalised, 
where is the digital / litho cut off with regards 
to margins now? As the market changes 
and companies adapt, I firmly believe that for 
companies to survive longer term, you will see 
more companies forming groups.

Meet our print specialist, Matt Brown

Meet the  
Expert

Our teams are specialists in their 
fields and experts in asset finance. 
Their industry knowledge means 
they really understand the challenges 
their customers face. Contact Matt 
and the team today by calling:  
020 8003 0744.
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Print:  
Industry Update
Welcome to the Close Brothers Asset Finance update of the print industry. 
In this document we highlight a wide range of issues relevant to SMEs in 
this industry. 

The results are based on the Close Brothers Business Barometer, a 
quarterly survey of close to 1,000 SMEs across the UK conducted by 
specialist independent researcher, Lightspeed, on Close Brothers’ behalf. 

Where relevant, comparisons are made with national sentiment. 

The commentary in this review focuses on: 

• Economic outlook 
• Finance requirements 
• Concerns and priorities 

• Mental health 
• Ageing workforce 
• Charity support   

While the impact of mental health continues to be felt across the SME community, with 
47% (UK: 40%) of print firms in the UK reporting that at least one of their employees has 
taken time off work because of it, attitudes are changing for the better. Only 13% of SMEs 
in the industry are of the view that feelings towards those suffering from mental ill health 
are becoming worse, against 23% who say it’s changing for the better; the remaining 47% 
haven’t noticed a change in attitude. 

In addition, 33% (UK: 38%) of SMEs have noted an increase in reporting of mental health 
issues over the last three years while 40% of print firms polled have taken steps to actively 
raise awareness of mental health among employees. 

Print SME business owners’ economic outlook is less positive 
when compared to other industries surveyed, trending below the 
rest of the UK. Just over a quarter of those polled are confident the 
economy will grow (UK: 36%) with a further 23% feeling that while it 
will take longer, better times are ahead (UK: 27%). 

Four in 10 are concerned that the economy could decline and 
haven’t experienced any true economic growth. 

Looking ahead, 53% of print firms expect their performance to 
remain static, while 33% are hoping to expand their operations in 
2019; 14% believe their business will either contract or shut down. 

Economic outlook

Mental health 40% of print firms 
polled have taken 

steps to actively 
raise awareness 
of mental health 

among employees
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Financial advisers (23%) and online resources (20%) are the most popular sources 
for financial support and advice, ahead of both accountants and bank managers 
(17% each). These findings demonstrate the changing role of bank managers in  
the modern business environment, who are more remote from the funding decision-
making process and consequently don’t have the type of relationship with business 
owners that they may have done in previous generations. 

A quarter of firms polled are finding it a ‘major challenge’ to access the funding  
they need and more difficult than it was a year ago while a further 40% are  
saying that it hasn’t become any easier to get hold of finance and is as  
problematic as it’s ever been. 

The remaining third say it’s either become easier or they’ve ‘never had a problem 
accessing finance’. 

Despite the challenges obtaining finance, a strong number (63%) of business 
owners said that they will be seeking investment funding in the coming 12 months. 

‘Late payments’ and the ‘lack of skilled staff’ are the most pressing concerns 
for print firms, followed by ‘maintaining cash flow’. In an industry where margin 
pressure is particularly high, any events that impact cash flow – including late 
payments - can have a disproportionate impact on a business’s productivity and 
productivity. 

‘Achieving growth’ and ‘paying down debts’ are the print industry’s main priority, 
followed by ‘business consolidation’ and ‘investing in staff’. 

Concerns and priorities

Finance requirements

Print firms are convinced about the importance of charity support and fundraising to employee 
morale, with a combined 56% feeling it creates a bond in the team and gives their workers 
something positive to focus on. The other 43% feel it either ‘makes no difference’ or is a ‘distraction’. 

Half of print companies surveyed actively support a charity, which closely tracks the UK average of 
53%. Some firms, however, feel they’re not ‘big enough’ to support a charity. 

While 53% of firms feel that supporting a charity says something positive about a company's culture, 
a further 40% think people are suffering from ‘donation fatigue’. 

Charity support

Despite print SMEs overwhelmingly understanding 
the benefits of employing older workers - with their 
experience being particularly valued along with their 
ability to mentor more junior members of the workforce 
– 57% feel that the recruitment process discriminates 
against older workers. 

And while 50% of firms are comfortable with being able 
to recruit the talent they need in the coming five years, 
27% are predicting problems in the future and a further 
23% say they’re already struggling. 

Ageing workforce

Late payments and the 
lack of skilled staff are  
the most pressing 
concerns for print firms

A quarter of 
firms polled 

are finding it a 
‘major challenge’ 

to access the 
funding they 

need
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Danny Sullivan, Managing Director, Positive

Key partnership 
established through 
tailor-made asset 
finance deal

Case Study

The customers  
With over 30 years’ experience, Positive are 
an independent, family owned print business 
that provide print, direct mail, web-2-print 
and marketing solutions for clients in the 
retail, media, financial, charity, cosmetics 
and health and wellbeing sectors. 

Established in 2001, Colouration are market 
leaders in delivering high end display and 
visual solutions to the beauty, fragrance, 
retail and events industries. 

The challenge 
Between the two companies, they had been 
trading for well over 40 years and were 
both, in their own rights, highly successful. 

With strong growth ambitions, Positive and 
Colouration were looking for an experienced 
partner who could help them expand and 
grow in the long-term. 

The solution 
Having dealt with Jordan Pocock, 
Relationship Manager, in the past, Positive 
clearly understood the level of service they 
would receive from Close Brothers Asset 
Finance. 

Following a detailed review of the two 
businesses, Jordan found that each 
company had different, but complimentary 
services and that together they could 
leverage their scale to offer a wider range 

Here’s how Close Brothers Asset Finance played an important role in the partnership of 
two successful family-owned printers.

Tony Dennington, Managing Director of Colouration (left) and Danny Sullivan, Managing 
Director of Positive (right) opening the expanded Surrey site

of solutions not only to existing but to new, 
larger clients using streamlined production 
and up-to-date technology.

The outcome 
Close Brothers Asset Finance had no 
hesitation in providing the advance needed 
to fund the deal, which secured the futures 
of a large number of loyal employees, while 
also broadening the combined business’ 
service proposition, making them more 
dynamic, flexible and resilient.
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“We chose to work with Close 
Brothers Asset Finance for 
a number of reasons - they 
spent time getting to know us 
and doing business with them 
is painless. The team is also 
there for the long-term – they 
know this isn’t the end but the 
beginning. We are looking to 
surround ourselves with the 
right people and we consider 
them as a key partner.”

Danny Sullivan, Managing 
Director, Positive

Name:  
Positive and Colouration partnership

Business requirements:  
Business partnership  

Product solution:  
Sale and HP Back
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The benefits of having a diverse workforce is 
also well understood, with 64% of the opinion 
it makes their business more attractive to 
candidates. However, while this may be 
recognised by employers, many are having 
difficulties increasing diversity with 33% 
finding it difficult to fill existing vacancies while 
a further 25% don’t get enough interest from 
‘minority’ candidates.

The benefits of diversity are well understood 
and it’s encouraging that firms are taking 
active steps to increase diversity in their 
businesses - we know from our own 
experience that a diverse workforce is 
more dynamic. While this is positive, our 
research confirms that there are a number 
of barriers to encouraging more diversity, 
including a lack of applications from ‘minority’ 
candidates.

It appears that the first steps towards more 
diversity can be the most difficult, but over 
time it does become easier to attract talent 
from diverse backgrounds.

Promoting diversity 
Many SMEs are proactively working to 
improve diversity in their firm, with reasons 
ranging from feeling that it’s the ‘right thing to 
do’ to wanting to reflect their customer base. 

n 71% of SMEs believe having a  
 diverse workforce improves  
 financial performance

n 64% believe a diverse workforce  
 makes a business more attractive  
 to candidates

n 58% have had difficulties in  
 making their workforce more  
 diverse

The figures were obtained from the latest 
independent research of over 900 UK 
and Irish SMEs commissioned by Close 
Brothers Asset Finance and conducted by 
Lightspeed, a specialist research firm, in 
August and September 2019.

Over 70% of respondents agreed 
that diversity is good for their financial 
performance, contrasted to only 18% who 
did not agree; the remaining 11% were 
‘unsure’.

Find us on Social Media:

www.linkedin.com/company/close-brothers-asset-finance/

@CloseBrothersAF 

Search for 'Close Brothers Asset Finance'

UK SMEs: Diversity  
good for business

UK SMEs strongly believe that having a diverse workforce 
is both beneficial to their bottom line and makes it easier 
to attract candidates, according to the latest independent 
research from Close Brothers Asset Finance. 

Is your business actively working to 
make the workforce more diverse?

Yes, because it's the right thing 
to do 44%

Yes, because it reflects our 
customers 17%

Yes, because it reflects our 
community 11%

No, because it doesn't matter 
- the ability to do the job well 
matters most

21%

No, because it does not reflect 
our customers 5%

No, because it does not reflect 
our community 3%
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We all have a vision of growing our business, but without cash our 
vision can quickly become a blur.

Our straightforward capital release options can help you unlock cash 
held in existing assets and gain a clear perspective on your finance.

Take control of your cash flow with Close Brothers Asset Finance

www.closeasset.co.uk/refocus
020 8003 0744

Give your cash flow a boost
with asset finance

Close Brothers Asset Finance is a trading style of Close Brothers Limited. Close 
Brothers Limited is registered in England and Wales (Company Number
00195626) and its registered office is 10 Crown Place, London, EC2A 4FT.


